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Total conquest download ios

Call an invitation to fight and join the legion of players online in the battle for control of the Roman Empire! Total Conquest is an exciting and strategic social game in which you are a Roman governor developing your own city-state and military. But when Caesar is dead, you must join a powerful legion or forth forth your own to defeat your enemies, protect
your lands, and rule the highest. Vae Victis, what are you doing? BUILD A MIGHTY ROMAN PROVINCE √ build and rule your own unique city-state √ Defend your city with towers, traps, walls, gates and garrison units FIGHT EPIC BATTLES √ Hire, Educate and update 10 different unit types, each playing a special role √ Take a challenging solo campaign
and develop conquest strategies √ Battle players from around the world and lead your military to victory FORGE UNSTOPPABLE LEGION √ Invite friends from Facebook and Game Center √ Create or join a legion of powerful players and get reinforcements from other members √ Coordinate with your allies to win legion To increase wars √ Fight's legion
rankings and earn great rewards √ Compare your points in game center or in-game leaderboard __ Check out our videos and game trailers Check out our blog inside information about everything gameloft. _____ This app allows you to purchase virtual items from the app and include third-party ads that can redirect you to a third-party site. Privacy Policy :
Http://www.gameloft.com/privacy-notice/ Terms of Use : EULA : Call a call to fight and join the legion of players online in the battle for control of the Roman Empire! Total Conquest is an exciting and strategic social game in which you are a Roman governor developing your own city-state and military. But when Caesar is dead, you must join a powerful legion
or forth forth your own to defeat your enemies, protect your lands, and rule the highest. Vae Victis, what are you doing? BUILD A MIGHTY ROMAN PROVINCE Build and rule your own unique city-state Defend your city with towers, Traps, walls, gates and garrison unitsFIGHT EPIC BATTLES Hire, train and update 10 different unit types, each playing a
special role Take a challenging solo campaign and develop conquest strategies Combat players from around the world and lead your army to victoryFORGE UNSTOPPABLE LEGION Invite friends from Facebook and Game Center Create or join the legion of powerful players and get reinforcements from other members Coordinate with your allies legion
Fight to increase your legion ranking and earn good rewards Compare your points at Game Center or in-game leaderboard_____________________________________________Visit our official site we twitter or like us on Facebook at to learn more about all our upcoming titles. Check out our videos and game trailer Check out our blog ssa to get inside
information about everything from the Gameloft._____________________________________________This app, which allows you to buy virtual items from the app and includes third-party ads that can redirect you to a third-party site. Description of the gameTotal conquest. Lead the Roman Empire, form an army, rule and defend your lands. Features of the
game:Epic Battles10 different unitsFight with players from around the world The opportunity to invite friends from facebookgame center achievementsLat the gameLater a complete conquest descriptionTotal conquest. Lead the Roman Empire, form an army, rule and defend your lands. Game Features:Epic Battles10 Different UnitsFight with Players Around
the World The opportunity to invite friends from FacebookGame Center achievementsRatingDownload Total conquest Total Conquest is a military strategy game in the style of clash of clans or Clash of Lords. The winning formulaTotal Conquest offers little new to the game compared to the aforementioned games of the same genre. You have to build an
army and send troops to fight to loot things and coins that you can then redeem to build your city. There's plenty to keep you busy, such as building and maintaining villas, farms, temples, gold warehouses and tower defenses. Not to mention training soldiers, hiring architects to speed up construction projects and recruiting diplomats at City Hall. As your city
grows, so will your wealth and military might - making it easier for armies and cities to be brought to the ground. Total Conquest is a free game with in-app purchase. Tokens are needed to build faster or access certain materials. Playing Total Conquest is very addictive and it's the kind of game like other gameloft titles like Ice Age Village or Epic that you want
to go back day after day to pursue world dosing in the Roman era. Total Conquest also has an online element. In addition to one player's promotional status, you can fight others online, join legions with other players, and compare points at Game Center.Command and Your troops and build your city in Total Conquest is pretty straightforward even if you
haven't played a game like this before. When you start the game, you'll be walked. Let's walk. all the different options and menus that give you a feel for how you fight, build and update. The main game area is clearly presented and you can easily see everything that happens in cities. To zoom in, pinch and zoom out, then slide the screen up and down with
two fingers to change the viewing angle. Cartoon civilizationAs you can expect gameloft title, production values total conquest are excellent. The switch screens are beautifully rendered, the level of detail in ancient worlds is spotless and gentle musical scoring does not irritate. The gaming world is designed in a comic book style that may not appeal to some,
but it's undeniably appealing and colorful. Verdict If you like military strategy games, especially if you are interested in ancient Rome, Total Conquest is worth a look. Online battle and strategy Games iPhone App Call a call to fight and join legions of players online in the battle for control of the Roman Empire! Total Conquest is an exciting and strategic social
game in which you are a Roman governor developing your own city-state and military. But when Caesar is dead, you must join a powerful legion or forth forth your own to defeat your enemies, protect your lands, and rule the highest. Vae Victis, what are you doing? BUILD A MIGHTY ROMAN PROVINCE v Build and manage your own unique city-state v
Defend your city with towers, traps, mules, gates and garrison units FIGHT EPIC BATTLES v Hire, train and update 10 different unit types, each with a special role v Take a challenging solo campaign and develop conquest strategies v Combat players from around the world and lead your army to victory FORGE UNSTOPPABLE LEGION v Invite friends from
Facebook and Game Center v Create or Join a legion of powerful players and get reinforcements from other members v Coordinate with your allies to win Legion Wars v Fight to increase your legion ranking and earn big prizes v Compare your points at Game Center or in-game scoreboard __ Visit our official site at Follow us on Twitter at or like us on
Facebook at to learn more about all our upcoming titles. Check out our videos and game our blog inside information about all gameloft. _____ This app allows you to purchase virtual items in the app and include third-party ads that can redirect you to a third-party site. Site.
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